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World's Largest Yajna, conducted on 13-
14th May, the Swarved Uttarardha Gyaan
Mahayajna conducted by Vihangam Yoga

BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA, May
14, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
world witnessed the world’s largest divine
Vedic Mahayajna programme for the
welfare of whole mankind by  The cultural
capital of India in Varanasi 13th and 14th
may, 2017 organised 21 thousands
kundiye Swarved Vedic Gyan Mahayajna
in the holy campus of Swarved
Mahamandir dham. 

The construction of world’s biggest
meditation center “Swarved Mahamandir
Dham” is the divine property of this
auspicious programme. The divine
“swarved” on the white makarana marble
is the center of attraction of this Swarved
Mahamandir dham having capacity of
about Twenty thousand people who can
sit and meditate at a time. 

The outer paranoma of this temple is
done with carving on 3 lakhs square feet
pink sandstone which gives a
tremendous outer look of this swarved
mahamandir dham. Capsule lift, two
modern auditorium, Robotic gallery etc. 

Why the Yajna?

The Goal of the Mahayajna is
to construct the Worlds
largest Spiritual and
Meditation centre Swarved
Mahamandir.”

Satish Jain

From the Vedic times, havans have had a special significance
in daily life. Fire is said to be the greatest purifier and hence
has been invoked & worshipped with great respect in the
Hindu tradition. There are several research studies that
showcase the healing effects of a havan. The fragrant herbs
that are added to the fire during the havan have medicinal
properties and also purify the air thus energizing the
atmosphere in which it is performed. Havans along with
chanting of mantras have been used as a therapy for curing
various physical ailments. The mantra chanting creates
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vibrations in the atmosphere that calm
down disturbed minds, restoring its
focus. The yajna is also an opportunity to
witness the immense power of the
human mind as thousands of people
from all backgrounds will gather together,
to make sacrifices in the sacred fires,
upholding one common and noble
intention of empowering Humanity, letting
go of their selfish and limited desires.
Energize, empower & enlighten yourself

The base of this Mahamandir is the
unparalled spiritual scripture “Swarveda”
written by the founder of Vihangam yoga
Anant Sri Sadguru Sadafaldeo Ji
Maharaj in the highest state of meditation
in the Himalayan cave. 

The establishment of world’s enjoyment,
peace, prosperity etc,. is only possible by
the way of spiritualism. The Swarved
Mahamandir is giving the spiritual inner
light to every mankind by the divine
knowledge of "Swarveda”.

Over 2 Lakh people participated in the
massive and grand event. The event was
attended by top poiliticans, gurus and
celebrities of India. With 21,000 kunds
and 100,000 yajmans, the Swarved
Uttrardha Gyan Mahayajna is the world's
largest collective yajna aimed at creating
an ultimate haven for the seekers of truth
- The Swarved Mahamandir. This mega project is an initiative of the Vihangam yoga Sansthan, a
socio - spiritual organization founded by the ancient Himalayan yogi Sadguru Sadafadeo ji Maharaj.
The Mahayajna to be organized at Varanasi, India promises to be an event that is truly unparalleled in
size and volume backed by the strength of a common intention – to create the ultimate haven for the
seekers of Truth.

The largest centre of Vihangam Yoga is being constructed under the name of Swarved Mahamandir.
Based in Varanasi, Umraha, this colossal structure is to be completed as the most spiritually
significant abode of this non-profit organisation. The Swarved Mahamandir is the physical
representation of none other than the the unmatched Spiritual Treatise Swarved, authored by
Sadguru Sadafaldeoji Maharaj, Vihangam Yoga's greatly revered founder and spiritual leader.

The Swarved Mahamandir is a meditation centre dedicated to the human race; for their moral and
spiritual growth. This colossal structure is proposed to be the largest school of learning for Vihangam
Yoga and also the most important centres for the propagation and spread of the eternal knowledge of
Brahm Vidya in the world. Based in Umraha, Varanasi, the Mahamandir is proposed to be a unique
value addition to spirituality as it's walls will have the words of 'Swarved' - a scripture authored by the
ancient Himalayan yogi Sadguru Sadafal Deo ji Maharaj, inscribed on its walls. The Mahamandir, will
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thus offer salvation to the sorrowful, equipping them with the true knowledge and 'yoga' that will help
liberate them from all kinds of suffering. It will also serve as a unique destination that seeks to
enlighten visitors, empower devotees and thus serve as the spiritual haven for all true seekers.

Located in the holy city of Varanasi.
Accounts for 20 000 meditation practioners.
Spans for more than 300 000 square feet.
Carved upon its walls are the verses of the Swarveda.
A seven floor super-structure.
Will remain spiritually energised for thousands of years hence.
Location for Spiritual Seekers from all backgrounds.
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